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CHICAGO (Feb. 7, 2018) – Luxury buyers can now enjoy the confidence of all-wheel drive with the
performance and efficiency of the RX 450hL. Set to go on sale at dealers in April, the new three-row crossover
once again raises the bar for design and innovation in the hybrid segment.
 
The RX 450hL (AWD) will have a starting Manufacturer’s Suggested Retail Price (MSRP) of $50,620* — just
$1,550 more than the RX 350L AWD model. 
 
Most notably, the new RX 450hL comes standard with second-row captain’s chairs in addition to leather-
trimmed seats, driver seat, side mirror and steering wheel memory, and Lexus Enform Safety Connect and
Service Connect complimentary for the first 10 years of vehicle ownership. 
 
Always Charged and Always Ready
Lexus’ history of hybrid innovation goes back to the launch of the world’s first luxury hybrid, the RX 400h, in
2005.  It’s this experience that allows the new RX 450hL to blend fuel efficiency, instantaneous power and
luxury. 
 
The RX 450hL delivers the same uncompromised styling and instant torque you would expect from a RX hybrid,
now with even more space for the unexpected.  In addition, the RX 450hL Drive Mode Select system has an EV
mode that enables the vehicle to drive under electric power at lower speeds for short distances.
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Performance and Design
The RX 450hL combines the 3.5-liter V6 gasoline engine with two high-torque electric drive motor-generators,
producing 308 combined system horsepower for strong acceleration and passing performance. 
 
With the new RXhL model, Lexus extended the body length 4.3 inches (110 mm) at the rear and used a steeper
tailgate window angle than on the two-row models to ensure more headroom for third-row passengers. Access to
the third row is made easy with the touch of a lever that slides and folds the second-row seats forward.
 
Lexus designed the third row of the RXL models to offer the same comfort and luxury as in the middle row. The
positioning of the second row is slightly higher than the third row, creating more foot room for rear passengers.
A tri-zone climate control system gives third-row passengers separate heating and air conditioning vents, and for
convenience, a power-folding third-row seat and power tailgate are both standard.
 
Lexus Safety
The standard Lexus Safety System+ includes Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection, Lane Keep Assist,
Intelligent High Beams and All-Speed Dynamic Radar Cruise Control. Blind Spot Monitor with Intuitive
Parking Assist and Rear Cross-Traffic Braking are also available. Panoramic View Monitor is an optional
feature.
 
Luxury Package
The available Luxury package offers comfort for Lexus drivers and passengers adding semi-aniline trimmed
seats, interior LED ambient illumination, manual rear door sunshades, laser-cut Gray Sapele wood trim with
aluminum, 20-inch alloy wheels with machined finish and selectable color inserts, heated wood steering wheel
and more.
 

Hybrid RX 450hL AWD RX 450hL Luxury AWD



MSRP* $50,620 $54,555

 
 

 
Gas

RX 350L FWD/AWD
 

 
RX 350L Luxury FWD/AWD

 
MSRP*

 
$47,670/$49,070

 
$52,685/$54,085

*MSRP does not include a delivery, processing and handling fee of $995.
 


